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the jacket kept me dry and warm while frantically setting up camp and slogging my way up tombstone
territorial park's glissade pass in a rainstormi even wore it as my sole outer layer while hiking in the park and
experienced no leakage or moisture creeping in. wind protection was also superb: despite cool alpine winds

along the pass, the torrentshell kept me cozy and sealed out gusts with ease (the hood, cuff, and hem
adjustments are crucial here). all in all, from a protection standpoint, i have very few complaints. that said,

the patagonia torrentshell 3l does include pit zips, which are a must for those that run warm. i wore the shell
on numerous climbs, including a steep slog up glissade pass in the rain, and the openings kept me from
overheating. i did grow noticeably warm quickly, but the dual zippers allowed for easy customization to

regulate airflow, and the fabric zipper pulls were easy to find and grab (although theyre on the small side for
manipulating with gloves on). patagonia did opt for a fabric flap here for protecting the zippers, which plays

a role in the jackets heft and larger packed size (many performance-focused designs use coated zippers
instead), but this is a very small nitpick and not a major concern for most. transitioning to a cheaper option,

marmots precip eco is one of our favorite budget rain jackets year after year for its impressive all-around
performance at a low $100 price point. stacked up against the torrentshell, the marmot is lighter at 10.1

ounces and more packable, but the 2.5-layer build falls notably short of the patagonias 3-layer construction
in durability, comfort, and protection. however, you still get a full feature set including pit zips, a stuff

pocket, and an adjustable hood, which makes the precip eco a great option for hikers, backpackers, and
everyday users alike. neither are high-end performance piecesand the torrentshell does get the edge in

rough weatherbut the precip eco is a great value for what you get and perfectly serviceable for most mild
conditions.
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the torrentshell 3l has a medium-sized pack. the jacket is very lightweight and packs easily, but the volume
is medium-sized. its not as roomy as a typical midlayer shell, but its not as restrictive as a fully-blown
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midlayer jacket. i had no problem fitting this jacket over a midlayer jacket, and it was comfortable to wear as
the outer layer. the material does feel a bit thicker and bulkier than other shells, and i did find that i needed
to layer underneath the jacket to prevent it from being too warm. i also found that i couldnt always wear it

as a shell, as the thicker fabric proved to be too bulky for extended periods of activity in its shell
configuration. but this is definitely a great option for moving between shell and midlayer. the torrentshell 3l

offers a waterproof and breathable construction that is able to withstand heavy rainfall and is highly
effective at wicking moisture away from the body. the patagonia torrentshell 3l is a very well-rounded and
versatile shell that will do the job of keeping you dry, comfortable, and protected. at $149, this is a great

value and comes with the added benefit of added wind protection. its not the best shell on the market, but it
delivers a worthwhile performance for those seeking a durable shell that wont break the bank. on the inside,

the torrentshell 3l jacket has a few important details that really stand out. for starters, the inner fabric is
made from recycled pet, so it feels a little soft on the skin, but it offers good abrasion resistance. similarly,

the coating on the shoulder and elbows is stretchy, so youll be able to move with more freedom. meanwhile,
there are a few channels at the side and chest that allow for excess moisture to escape; we think this is

important for all-around-comfort. finally, theres a nice little water-resistant taping along the hem and sleeves
that provides extra protection against snow and wind. theres also some small logos on the chest to provide

some further branding. 5ec8ef588b
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